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اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
ان ﻟﻐﺎت اﻟﺘﺮﻣﯿﺰ اﻟﻨﺼﻲ اﻟﻤﺸﺘﻘﮫ ﻣﻦ ﻟﻐﺔ اﻟﺘﺮﻣﯿﺰ اﻟﻘﺎﺑﻠﮫ ﻟﻼﻣﺘﺪاد ﺗﻢ ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻘﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺪﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺠﺎﻻت
ﻣﻨﮭﺎ اﻟﺮﯾﺎﺿﯿﺎت ،اﻟﻜﯿﻤﯿﺎء ،اﻟﻄﺐ ،اﻟﻤﻜﺘﺒﺎت اﻻﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﯿﮫ واﻟﻨﺸﺮ اﻻﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻲ  .ﻓﻲ ھﺬه اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ طﺮﻗﻨﺎ
ﻣﺠﺎﻻ ً ﺟﺪﯾﺪ :إﺷﺘﻘﺎق ﻟﻐﺔ ﺗﺮﻣﯿﺰ ﻧﺼﯿﮫ دُﻋﻤﺖ ﺑﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ اﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﻟﺘﻤﻜﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﮭﻨﺪس اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎﺋﻲ ﻣﻦ رﺳﻢ
اﻟﺪواﺋﺮ اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎﺋﯿﮫ .
ﺗﻤﺘﺎز اﻟﺪواﺋﺮ اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎﺋﯿﮫ اﻟﻤﺮﺳﻮﻣﮫ ﺑﮭﺬه اﻟﻠﻐﮫ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻘﺎرﻧﮫ ﻣﻊ ﺑﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﺮﺳﻢ
اﻟﺘﻘﻠﯿﺪﯾﮫ ﺑﺴﮭﻮﻟﺔ رﺳﻤﮭﺎ واﻟﺘﻌﺪﯾﻞ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ وﺗﺒﺎدﻟﮭﺎ ﻋﺒﺮ اﻻﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﻛﻮﻧﮭﺎ ﺗﺨﺰن ﻛﻤﻠﻔﺎت ﻧﺼﯿﮫ وﻟﯿﺲ ﻋﻠﻰ
ھﯿﺌﺔ ﺻﻮره.
إن اﻟﻤﯿﺰة اﻟﻔﺮﯾﺪة ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪارات ﺗﺒﺎدﻟﮭﺎ وﻧﻘﻠﮭﺎ وﺗﺨﺰﯾﻨﮭﺎ ﯾﺘﻢ ﻋﺒﺮ اﻟﻤﻠﻒ اﻟﻨﺼﻲ وﻟﯿﺲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺷﻜﻞ ﺻﻮرة ,
ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﻮﻓﺮ ﻓﺮﻗﺎ ﻛﺒﯿﺮا ﻓﻲ ﺣﺠﻢ اﻟﻤﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﻤﻨﻘﻮﻟﺔ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺒﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﻤﺘﺨﺼﺼﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺮﺳﻢ  ،ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ ﻟﺬﻟﻚ
إﻣﻜﺎﻧﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻛﻞ ﻣﻨﺼﺎت وأﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﺘﺸﻐﯿﻞ  ،وﺗﺘﻤﯿﺰ اﻟﺪارات اﻟﻤﺮﺳﻮﻣﺔ وﻓﻖ ھﺬا اﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ ﺑﺴﮭﻮﻟﺔ
اﻟﺘﻌﺪﯾﻞ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻤﻘﺎرﻧﮫ ﻣﻊ اﻟﺪارات اﻟﻤﺮﺳﻮﻣﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺒﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﮭﻨﺪﺳﯿﺔ ,وﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﻟﻤﺤﺮﻛﺎت اﻟﺒﺤﺚ إﺳﺘﺨﺮاج
اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت ﻣﻦ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﺪارت ﻋﺒﺮ اﻟﻮﯾﺐ ﻷﻧﮭﺎ ﺗﻨﻘﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ ھﯿﺌﺔ ﻣﻠﻒ ﻧﺼﻲ وﻟﯿﺲ ﻋﻠﻰ ھﺌﯿﺔ ﺻﻮر  ،وﻗﺪ ﺗﻢ
اﻟﺮﺳﻢ ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ ﺿﻤﻦ ﺑﯿﺌﺔ اﻟﺮﺳﻮﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﺘﻮﺟﮭﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻟﻺﻣﺘﺪاد واﻟﺘﻮﺳﻊ  ،وھﻲ ﺗﻘﻨﯿﺔ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم
ﻟﺘﻮﺻﯿﻒ اﻟﺮﺳﻮم ﺑﺪﻻ ﻣﻦ ﻋﺮﺿﮭﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺷﻜﻞ ) ﺑﯿﻜﺴﯿﻞ (  ,وﺗﺘﻤﯿﺰ ھﺬه اﻟﺘﻘﻨﯿﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻘﺪرة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻜﺒﯿﺮ وﺗﺤﺠﯿﻢ
اﻟﺼﻮرة ﻷي ﻣﺪى دون ﻓﻘﺪان أي ﻣﻦ ﺗﻔﺎﺻﯿﻞ اﻟﺼﻮرة وﺑﺎﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﻔﺲ دﻗﺔ اﻟﺼﻮرة ﻛﻤﺎ ﺗﺒﺪو
ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺸﺎﺷﺔ ﺣﺘﻰ ﺑﻌﺪ طﺒﺎﻋﺘﮭﺎ ﻣﺮات ﻋﺪة.
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Abstract
This study aims to derive a new Markup Language from Extensible Markup Language
(XML), which was applied in many fields like mathematics , chemistry , medicine,
electronic libraries and electronic publication . In this model various filed is opened by
deriving a new text markup language and creating a new web application in ordered to
enable electrical engineers to draw electrical circuits. Many advantages are done when this
language and application are used to create drawings instead of using the ordinary drawing
programs, such as saving a great deal of stored size of data which are transformed on the
world wide web as text form instead of images.
The main unique character of these circuits is that they are exchanged, transformed
and saved through a text file not in the form of an image, saving a great deal of the size of
the files which were transformed and the amount of storage comparing with the
professional drawing programs.
In addition to that, The ability to apply this model on all platforms and operating system.
The drawn circuits by using this application are easily modified comparative with the
drawn circuits by using professional drawing programs. Browsers (searching engines) can
extract data from those circuits through the web because they are transformed as text format
not as image format.
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Chapter One
Introduction

As a result of massive developments in technologies, the requirements for sharing and
exchanging data over the web are rapidly increasing. These incredible global desires for
communicating information are forcing the programmers to develop ways to match this
accelerated passion of the customers; one of these ways is contriving new languages.

When you transfer and share data over the web , speed , flexibility, and loading space are
important issues. Many researches direct to XML language and customize it in their projects.
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is designed to facilitate the ability to transfer data and to
share information with others over the web. In addition , it provides the ability to use several
applications to get important advantages.

(Jakub Kl´ımek, 2012) XML is a standard for communication in various information systems,
where it is used to derive other languages to achieve certain goals in different fields, such as
math and chemistry. After success in this language and applications, the researcher turns to
research in XML, to know how many benefits that could be gained from it in our life. (H. M.
Deitel, 2001) “XML is a flexible way to create common information formats and share both
the format and the data on the World Wide Web, XML formal
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Recommendation from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and derived from SGML
(ISO 8879).” XML is like (HTML) Hypertext Markup Language; both of them contain
markup symbols used to describe the contents of a page. But there are fundamental
differences between them; (Berlin, 2014) HTML designed to describe and display the
content of a web page's text as how it is displayed, and to focus on how data look.

The XML concern of the content in terms of what data are being described,
transported, stored and carried. XML is an important tool for data transmission between
applications and it allows users to set standards defining the information that you need.
XML provides a basic standard that can be used to share information between different
applications in different organizations. XML is an important language for people who are
interested in obtaining language that provides facilitates in exchanging the at high speeds
with accuracy and safety at the same time. (Das, 2005) “SGML and HTML are not good
for this purpose, HTML and SGML provides arbitrary structure, but is too difficult to be
implemented just for a web Browser”.
(Peter, 2003) XML is a flexible language. By XML you can mark up and create your
own tags and attributes, so you can use markup that actually describes the content of the
element rather than just using tags that tell you how to present the data on a web page. As
you can use tags that describe the content of an element, XML has become a general format
for marking up all kinds of data, not just data that will be presented on the web.
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(walsh, 2000) “XML is Meta language which means it’s a language that allows you to
create your own markup languages. Unlike HTML, XML is meant for storing data, not
dispelling it".
(IBM, 2009) XML provides a way of structuring your data in documents, the reason
it’s taken off so quickly so it’s perfect for the internet. Since XML documents are texts,
you can send them using the existing internet technology that was built in HTML. (Tom
Myer, 2005) . Users can send data over the internet, to people or dedicated software. XML
is designed to help store, structure and transfer data; (Holzner, 2003) "because it’s written
using plain text, it can be sent on the internet and handled by software on many different
platforms". Briefly, XML is designed to allow people circulate their data.

First, data is extracted from an (XML) documents, then working with this data when
opening a project on the internet, the explorer displays a button that when clicking the
button, the Java script or (vb.net) reads each element in our sample XML document. In this
way we have been able to extract data from an XML document, also we can send the
document over the internet, and you can extract the data you need from the document by
searching for elements with specific names. (Holzner, 2003) In XML, data “is stored as text
that you yourself can configure if something goes wrong, you can examine or modify the
document directly because it’s all just text”.

So, languages derived from XML help to solve problems in particular areas such as
(MathML). MathML is used to facilitate the reuse of mathematical and scientific content on
the Web. There are many languages derived from XML such as XSLT (Extensible
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Stylesheet Language Transformations), XPath, XQuery, XLink, XSchema, XSL-FO, SVG,
APML (Attention Profiling Mark-up Language ),CXML, (EBXML), a collection of
Electronic Business specification , (Music XML) and (OPML) an XML format for outlines.
The aim of thesis is to derive a new markup language base XML language. This
language is derived to support electrical engineers and helps them to draw their electrical
circuit over the web. The implemented web application shows the importance of the new
language and what facilities provided to the electrical engineering users.

1.2. Problem Statement
(

XML provides a simple format that is flexible enough to

accommodate diverse needs. XML can solve many problems in any field and provide
facilities when using it. In this research we will use this advantage to solve some
problems facing electrical engineering and discuss the problems facing engineers when
browsing the web especially in their research and their electrical circuit design. The
engineers can’t draw their scheme on the web directly; they should install the software
programs to draw. After drawing the electrical circuit by software programs, the outputs
are represented as images.
These images have a large size that also can’t be shared with others easily over the
web, some problems emerge when loading or sending schema, because it is sent as an
image; the search engines can’t extract information from these images. If engineers want
to modify any element in the image, they should redraw it again. and solve the plate
form dependency problem.
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1.3. Contribution
This thesis contributes in the following findings:
1- Derives a new markup language base XML; this new language will be designed for
engineering electric circuit.
2- Supports this language with a new application to use a new language on the web and
drawing circuit.
3- Explains how this new language helps to support and provide facility to engineer.

1.4. Motivation
When we use XML in any subject, we can get many features and solve many
problems and provide many facilities to users. XML browsers allow users to read XML
documents freely. Briefly, this language is interesting in any field, in which it is used.
When started thinking about the domain that wanted to derive a markup language for it,
this language for electrical engineering was chosen.
The main motive to choose this field is that my husband is an engineer, and I
talked to him about some of the problems he faced while browsing the Web, and what
problems facing engineers when using a software program for drawing. So, this thesis is
directed to using (XML) to solve some of the problems in electrical engineering.
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1.5. Thesis Objectives
The following are the objectives of this thesis:
1. The main objective of this research is to derive a new markup language base XML;
this new language will be designed for electrical engineering to provide more facility
and flexibility when drawing circuits.
2. It helps engineers to design their schema with more flexibility and more interactive
way in less space and load on storage, because the schema is sent as a text not as an
image.
3. It provides this language with a new application of engineering to use a new language
on the web, because we can use this language for multiple applications.

1.6. Thesis Structure:
The thesis includes five chapters; the current chapter is the introduction. Next
chapter is about literature and a survey for thesis, showing the related work regarding
XML languages. The design of the proposed model of a new markup language base
XML and supporting this language with web site application are presented in chapter
three. Then we present the comparison and results of experiments in chapter four.
Finally conclusion and the future work for the thesis are discussed in chapter five.
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Chapter Two
Literature Survey and Related Works
2.1

Overview.
XML is a Meta language, because it can create sub languages from it. This

section we will discuss notable markup languages, that have been created using XML.
There are many languages designed based on XML language, all these languages add
advantages in many fields and solve many problems. (Martin Erwig, 1999) XML sub
languages are called XML applications, allowing various groups of people to
communicate and exchange data.

2.2 Related Works.
(W3C) World Wide Web Consortium, recommended (MathMl) on (2010).
“Mathematical markup language (MathML) was designed to let people embed
mathematical and scientific equations in web pages”. With (MathMl) you can display all
kinds of equations.
(H.M.Deitel, 2001) “(MathML) is an XML application for describing
mathematical notation and capturing both its structure and content. The goal of
(MathML) is to enable mathematics to be served, received, and processed on the Web,
just as HTML has enabled this functionality for text”.
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(Stephen Buswell, 7 July 1999)

Mathematical expressions have typically

been displayed using images. (MathML) is describing mathematical excretions using
XML syntax. The W3C provides a browser called (Amaya) to edit, parse and render
(MathML).
There are some Problems (MathML) tries to solve. (Iion, 1998) next example for
equation to show in the web is represented as image

. This equation has a

particular size if a researcher wants to copy this equation as an image that facing many
problems.
The first problem is if the user copies equation as image in another paper, the
font’s lines forms a problem because of that difference. The second problem is if the
equation image was created by the browser or user with another color, the anti-aliasing
in the image produces white "halos."

. Another problem about size image after copy and paste it in

another place, maybe appear like this:

.

Another problem when showing mathematics equations as images is that it requires
more bandwidth. When using a markup language (MathML), a large amount of the
process is moved to the client machine. (MathML) describes an equation smaller and
more compressible than an image of the equation.
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(David Carlisle (NAG), 2000) The various languages and formats that make up
modern web pages (MathML of TML, XHTMa solution SS) work on finding solutaions
a web browser problems in web browsers.

MathML allows the user to write his equation using XML code and solve all
Previous problems, such as the example in the next figure (2.1):

Figure (2.1): (MathML) Code.

Many researcher designed web application base (MathML) such as Arabic mathematics
in mathzilla. (Fredw, 2011).( Arabic mathematics in Mathzilla).

Figure (2.2): Web application base (MathML) in Arabic
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(fredw, 2011) Math Parser adds a component to parse mathematical expressions
into (MathML). It requires Math Parser to be installed and provides the features that
people are interested in (MathML).

A tiny (MathML) editor, It's basically an interface for Math Parser, with an input
and output field. Figure (2.3) this allows copying the (MathML) outputs of previous
features.

Figure (2.3): Web application base (MathML) in English.
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Chemical markup language (CML) with (Wibe, 2013) CML can view three
dimensional representations of molecules. With CML chemist can publish a molecule
and exchange that model with others. With CML, users can display the structure of
complex molecules.
(Rzepa, 2001) “(CML) is presented as an XML Schema compliant form,
modularized into non chemical and chemical components. While (CML) Core retains
most of the chemical functionality of the original (CML 1.0) and extends it by adding
handlers for chemical substances, extended bonding models and names”.
(Murray-Rust P, 2003) CML is a language derived from XML language for
representing molecular and chemical information. CML takes “advantage of XML’s
portability to enable authors document to use and reuse molecular information without
corrupting important data in process”.
The figure (2.4) represents CML code write for representing chemical information
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Figure (2.4): CML Code represents Molecules and Chemicals Information.

Figure (2.5): CML application base XML language.

(Peter Murray-Rust, 2000) “The operating system for managing complex chemical
content entirely in interpreting XML based markup languages. And the development of
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mechanisms allowing the display of CML marked up molecules within a standard web
browser (Internet Explorer 5)”.
Wireless markup language (WML). (Kumar. M, 2013) WML is a markup
language base XML used to specify content and user interface for WAP devices like
Mobile Phones. This language allows web pages to be displayed on wireless devices.
(H.M.Deitel, 2001)“WML works with the wireless Application protocol WAP to deliver
content. WML is similar to HTML, but it does not require input devices such as a
keyboard or mouse for navigation. A WML document is called a deck and contains
static parts called cards. Each card consists of one page of information, providing the
WML browser with a small, self-contained document for browsing”. This packaging of
multiple pages of information is necessary because the device to which WML is
delivered has limited connections to the Internet.WML includes a telephone. A voice
mail service can have a WML user interface that gives the users choices about their
mailbox.
Any WML document will be represented properly on a WAP compliant device, as micro
browsers will automatically tailor the WML presentation to the specific device. WML
documents are XML documents that validate against the WML (DTD).
Figure (2.6) shows (WML) page that could be saved as example of WML:
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Figure (2.6): (WML) code base XML.
Scalable vector graphics (SVG) (Mohan, 2010) “The SVG specification is an open
standard developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) since 1999”.

The scalable vector graphics (SVG) is a markup language base XML language used to
create vector graphics data over the web. SVG provides an advantage rather than current
methods such as JPG, GIF and (png).
(Mohan, 2010) The current formats for image used bitmaps, which describe each
pixel in the image and may take more time to download .Bitmap resolution, is fixed, so
bitmap images cannot be scaled (zoomed, panned, etc.) Without a loss in image quality,
and printed bitmap images often contain low resolution, jagged lines. (Etherington, G,
2013) Conversely, vector graphics describe graphical information in terms of lines,
curves. Not only images rendered in vector graphics require less bandwidth, but these
images also can be easily scaled and printed without producing jagged lines.
Because SVG is an application of XML, SVG document can be scripted, searched and
dynamically created. SVG images defined in text files. So these images can be searched,
indexed, scripted, and compressed. As XML files, SVG images can be created and
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edited with any editor. Figure (2.7) shows the difference between regular image and
(SVG) image.

Figure: (2.7) difference between bitmap and vector images. (www.Wikipedia.com)

(Zavlavsky, I. 2013) The main difference between SVG vector and bitmap images
is that the bitmap image is composed of a fixed set of dots, while the vector image is
composed of a fixed set of shapes.
(Hundt, 2008) discussed the Automation ML.(Automation Markup Language) is
a neutral data format based on XML for the storage and exchange of plant engineering
information, which is provided as an open standard. The goal of “(AutomationML) is to
interconnect the heterogeneous tool landscape of modern engineering tools in their
different disciplines, e.g. mechanical plant engineering, HMI (Human Machine Interface
development), PLC (Programmable Logic Controller), and robot control”
(Death, 2008) Automation ML (Automation Markup Language) serves for the data
exchange between manufacturing engineering tools and therefore supports the
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interoperability between them. It covers information about the plant structure (topology
and geometry) and the plant behavior (logic and kinematics).
(aktualisiert, 2013 ) “Broadcast Markup Language, or BML, is an XML-based
standard developed by Japanese ARIB association as a data broadcasting specification
for digital television broadcasting”, figure (2.8) describes an example for BML language

Figure (2.8): (BML) code.
Extensible 3D language (X3D) in 1997, the Web 3D Consortium recommended the
Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML97) for “use on the Internet as a file format for
describing interactive 3D objects and worlds”.
(Huang, 2003) Virtual world’s three diminution objects grouped together in some
common way. X3D is recommended of the World Wide Web consortium and the Web3D
Consortium. (Liu, S, 2013) X3D is the next generation of VRML, and the current version is
backwards compatible with VRML97. X3D’s XML base figure (2.9) gives example for
X3D.
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Figure (2.9): X3D code base XML.
(Debreceny, 2005) “The XBRL Specification is developed and published by XBRL
International".

(Hamscher, 20 April 2004) Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL).
Development of the (XBRL) began in 1998, initially under the direction of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). (Florin, D, 2013) XBRL captures
existing financial and accounting information standard in XML, providing significant
advantages over current methods of business information representation and transfer.
(Hamscher, 20 April 2004) “XBRL’s XML origin permits financial information to be
reused and a variety of situations (e.g publishing reports, extracting data for applications,
and submitting regulatory forms), thus, increasing efficiency and reducing cost and
redundancy”.
(Sprott, 2000) “Electronic business XML initiated (EBXML) In September 1999,
the United Nation’s Center for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business
(UN/CEFACT) and the Organization for the advancement of structured information
standards (OASIS) to standardize the global exchange of business information”. The
result of this project is Electronic Business XML (EBXML).
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Commerce XML (CXML) is an XML based framework for describing catalog
data and performing business-to-business electronic transactions that use the data. It was
developed by a group of 40 e-commerce companies, led by (Ariba). (CXML) enables
businesses and suppliers to conduct transactions over the internet more efficiently.
(CXML) provides several DTDs that describe data for catalogs, interactive catalogs and
purchase orders. The language also specifies ways in which (CXML) documents may be
requested and posted over the web.
(H.M.Deitel p. , 2003) Open eBook Publication structure. Several companies
dedicated to the electronic text publication founded the open eBook Forum with the goal
of developing a standard for describing publishable electronic content. The result of this
collaboration is the open eBook publication structure, an XML based language that
specifies a file format and describes content elements. (Beezer, J, 2013) The language is
designed to be platform independent, but maintains flexibility and permits document
authors to embed platform-specific content as long as “ a platform-independent
alternative is provided. The Open eBook Forum hopes that wide adoption of the Open
eBook Publication structure will spur growth in the electronic-publications market”.

2.3 XML Technologies and Applications:
(H.M.Deitel p. , 2003) “XML Query Language (XML Query) uses the power of
XSL patterns to search XML documents for specific data. As SQL (Structured Query
Language) searches for data stored in relational database”. XML Query searches for data
stored in an XML document. XML Query syntax resembles the path specified in a
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UNIX environment. XML Query was submitted to W3C as a proposal in 1998 and
development of the language is ongoing.
(Harvey, R, 2013) “Directory Services Markup Language (DSML) provides a
method for managing relational resources ad metadata”. Aside from their usual usage for
storing records of organizational assist, (Pal, S, 2013) “directory services can be used
with XML to dynamically match data across networks. The Directory Services Markup
language (DSML) is the bridge between directory services information to be described
in an XML document”. With DSML, directories gain the ability to handle distributed
Web based applications, such as those used in e-business, network and supply chain
management.
Channel Definition Format (CDF) is a Microsoft XML application implements a
technology called push technology which automatically sends the contents to users.
Using CDF, Web authors can define channels that automatically deliver content to
subscribed users. For example, a user can subscribe to a financial-information Web
site’s channel to receive information about certain stocks at a regular interval.
Additionally, several related web sites can use channels to refer users between sites.
(H.M.Deitel p. , 2003) “Blocks Extensible Exchange Protocol (BXXP) is an
alternative to HTTP for transferring data over the internet. BXXP was developed by
Marshall Rose as a general application protocol on which users can develop more
specific protocols for instant-messaging, chat or file-transfer applications. BXXP sends
“blocks” of XML data over TCP and has the capability to send multiple simultaneous
blocks of data. Currently, BXXP is still in development”.
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(H.M.Deitel p. , 2003) Extensible User Interface Language (XUL) XML has
proven a valuable catalyst in the field of cross-platform (XP) application development
Project such as Mozilla work to provide cross-platform development platforms and
services for use into a variety of purposes. One challenge facing cross-platforms,
application developers is that each operating system has a unique graphical user
interface (GUI).

2.4 Software programs.
(Therapy, 1997) describes the Schematic Design Software .The (ExpressSCH)
schematic design, program design are to be used as PCB (Printed circuit board) layout
software, programs having user interface. In this program, the user should download the
program in its computer that requires 10 MG space then start to draw by drag dropping
the element on work space. The drawing output from this program exports as an image
(bitmap pixels) . This program is easy to use, but has some problems represented by the
large space for our image. Such as simple electrical circuit drawing requires 100 KB
(102,400 bytes) to save. Also, with this program, there are difficulties to modify the
image and drawing effectively to scale, zoom). Additionally, these programs are not
independent platform.
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2.5 Web site application.
There are some web sites used for drawing electrical circuit online. This includes
Circuit lab and Do circuits and (xcircuit). This site add advanced for users, the users
don’t need install the program on their computers.
The difference between this site and proposed model is the form of circuit after
drawing on this site the circuit represents as image, but with proposed model the circuit
represents as XML file (text file).

Chapter Three
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DESIGNING THE PROPOSED MODEL
Overview
Last chapters describe the importance of XML language and explain the
advantages of using XML in many fields such as MathML, CML, WML.
This chapter presents the proposed model, to create a new markup language base
XML. The new designed application is based on the new language. The proposed model
can show how we can advance from the new language. The proposed model is a website
designed to draw the electrical circuits. This section has a list of the syntax that should be
cared for when creating a new language based XML markup language, and explaining the
XML schema definition (XSD) for the markup language.

3.1 Proposed model
In the proposed model, the user wants to convert paper circuit to computer circuit
using XML code. The first step is creating electrical engineering, language base XML.
The user, then, enters a descriptive code based on electrical engineering language on the
(text box) and press on (draw) button as mentioned in section (3.2). In the second step, the
model validation form code by parser. After that, the model runs function and math
equation to get SVG data, SVG is explained in section (3.3). Then (draw page) opens to
get the output as electrical circuit. Figure (3.1) explains the proposed model steps.
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Figure (3.1): proposed model.

Drawing circuit is done on SVG environment. Using SVG in drawing, it adds more advantages
for the user as mentioned in chapter two. SVG is used to create vector graphics data over the

web. SVG provides advantages more than current methods such as JPG, or GIF. Because
vector graphics describe graphical information in terms of lines, curves not as pixel bitmap.
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3.2 Creating a New Markup Language for Electrical Engineering.
To create the new markup languages for electrical engineering base XML, we
should create XML document has the owner tags; XML language can create tags as
needed. This chapter discusses how we can create this document and explain the XML
schema definition (XSD) to validate documents.
3.2.1

Classifications Tables of Electrical Symbols:

This section will represent the electrical symbol which will be used, and classifies these
elements in tables. These elements were collected from many sites for electrical
engineering. And represent the most elements in electrical, if any element is not found in
table we can add it easily at any time. The following tables show the element we collected
to create the language.

Table (3.1): Wire Symbols, www.scribd.com.
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Table (3.2): Switch Symbols and Relay Symbols.
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Table (3.3): Ground Symbols

Table (3.4): Resistor Symbols.
To see more element in Appendix A.

The electrical engineers need logical gate symbols in an electrical circuit. So, in this model
symbols are added in XML documents and also tags are added to it. The next table (3.5)
shows logic gate symbols.
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Table (3.5): Logic Gates Symbols.

All images we need to draw in the electrical circuit are collected in a table; and all images
will be given the same size (48*48) pixels to be standard. figure (3.2) shows the images
collected to be used in the proposed model.
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Figure (3.2): images used in the proposed model.

3.2.3 Syntax and the XML Rules:
The new language derived from XML language. To create this language, all conditions
and rules in XML language should apply with care about the XML syntax. (Grijzenhout, S,
2013 )
In XML the document should be well formed and should be valid. XML document should
have to follow all rules in XML to be well formed. This rule is explained in the following
section as w3schools.com.
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 All XML Elements Must have open and Closed Tag, figure (3.3) description
tag for element name (bat) opened and closed.

Figure (3.3): (bat) element has an open and close tag.



The attribute values must be quoted. In XML tags ,the value must quote as shown in

figure (3.4.a). While in html, the value doesn’t quote as shown in figure (3.4.b). figure
(3.4) shows the difference between html and XML when writing values for attribute.

Figure (3.4): writes value in XML and HTML.
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XML tags are a sensitive case when writing open tag in capital letters, also closed tag

should be written in capital letters. Figure (3.5) shows the error in the code because the
element (OHM) is written with capital letter at open tag but small letters are used to write
closed tag.

Figure (3.5): Error code for case sensitive.
In XML, all elements must be properly nested within each other. Figure (3.6. a) shows
nested tags. While Figure (3.6.b) shows properly nested tags.

Figure (3.6): ordered tags in XML and HTML.


Documents in XML should have a root element.

XML documents should contain a single element that is the parent of all other elements.
This element is called the root element. This root can have a sub element called child
elements. Figure (3.7) shows root and child elements.
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Figure (3.7): Root and child element.



Comments in XML

The syntax for writing comments in XML is similar to HTML. The following example
shows the comment in an XML document.

<!--<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>-->

3.2.3 Writing the XML Codes.
After collecting the elements, now we start to write tag in XML document; this document
represents a new markup language for electrical engineering.



Declaration document.
Any XML document should start with the declaration. Declarations provide

information to the browser, the declaration has the language, declaration statement and
vision. figure (3.8) defines the XML version (1.0) and the encoding used (utf-8).
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Figure (3.8): Declaring the XML document.

 Create the root element:
Any XML document should have the (Root) element. The root element is
the parent for other elements and is the first element tag for XML file. In this document the
root element is a (VOC) as shown in figure (3.9).

Figure (3.9): create the root element (VOC)

 Create child Elements:
After creating the root element, it is also advisable to create the child elements. Child
elements nest inside the root element. In figure (3.10) the child in this document is:
< Elements >.
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Figure (3.10): creates child element <Elements>.

Once creating child element, nest Sub child elements inside of child elements to hold the
data you want to store.
Such as (tag, Element name, left1, right1, left 2, right2). figure (3.11) explains the tree
structure for XML document.
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Figure (3.11): Tree Structure of the XML Document

XML Tree for a proposed model is shown in figure (3.12). The root element is
vocabulary (VOC), the child element is (Element), and the sub child element is (tag, the
element name, URL, left1, left2, right1, and right2).
Every element in this document should have the tag and element name and (URL) and
connection point. These points represent connection of the element with other elements.
Each element has four connection sides for every element (left1, right 1, left 2 and right 2)
After adding all elements in the document, then the root should be closed (VOC).
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Figure (3.12): The XML Tree for the Proposed Model.

3.2.4 XML Parsers
After the XML document is created, it needs to be validated by an XML parser.In our
model the (. NET) Parser was used to validate the document. The parser aims to interpret
the document’s code and to verify that it satisfies all of the XML specification for
document structure and syntax. (Chiu, 2006) and (PATRICK CAREY, 2003). “XML
parsers are strict. If one tag is omitted or a character is lowercase when it should be
uppercase, the parser will report an error and rejects the document. But that rigidity was
built into XML to correct the flaw in HTML that gave web browsers too much discretion
interpreting HTML code. The end result is that XML code accepted by the parser is
certainly can apply the same everywhere.”
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3.2.5 Connecting the Elements together:
In the last section we collect the elements that are needed in the schema and electrical
circuits ,and give it the standard size 48*48 Pixels. To connect these elements with others
four original points for each element to represent connection points were determined, every
element has connection point left1, right1, left2, or right2.
Some elements need four connection points, but others need only one point. If any
element doesn’t need any connection point put in connection tag (!) Such as the following
example <Left2>! < /Left2 >, this means that the element doesn’t need the left 2 connection
points ;so put (!).
The figure (3.13) shows GRND element that needs one connection point; this point is left1;
this element does not have left2, right1, right 2 connection side.

Figure (3.13): The XML Code represents an Element that has One Connection Point
figure (3.14) shows an element needing two connection points such as (SPST):
SPST element has two connection side left1 and right2.
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Figure (3.14): XML code represents element has two connection points.

The following figure (3.15) shows an example for element that needs three connection
points such as NBN. NBN can connect with elements from three points.
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Figure (3.15): The XML Code represents an Element that has Three Connection
Points

figure (3.16) shows an example for element that needs four connection points such as DFF.
DFF can connect with elements from four connection sides.

Figure (3.16): XML code represents element that has four connection points.
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3.2.6 XML Schema definition (XSD):
(Fallside, 2004) XML scheme alternative data type definition (DTD) XML schema
describes the structure of an XML document. XSD defines attributes and elements in a
document and determines the child elements and the order of child elements. It defines data
types for elements and attributes. (Frank Atanassowa, 2006) “an XML document is
supplied along with a schema to a Schema processor, which parses and type-checks the
document according to the declarations. This process is called validation”. We used XSD in
our model because, “you could write a DTD for an XML page and accomplish some of the
same goals. Because a schema is written in XML, there is no new syntax or rules to
understand. If you can write a page in XML, you can write an XML schema.”

XML schema diagram contends from the Root element “VOC” and <Annotation> and
<Elements>. The annotation element is a top level element that specifies schema
comments, the comments serve as inline documentation. The <Elements> each element
contains from: (Tag, Element Name, URL, left1, left2, right1, right2) as shown in figure
(3.18).
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Figure (3.17) shows the drawing by liquid XML program to represent XML schema diagram.

Figure (3.17): The XML Schema Definition for Electrical Markup Language.

Figure (3.18): (XSD) Elements.

The XML document is very flexible because one can add any element needed at any
time without effecting the document. Having finished collecting all elements, we have the
new markup language for electrical engineering. This new language based XML language,
but it's customized for electrical engineering to draw our circuits. Figure (3.19) shows a
data grid for the element. We can add any element or remove from this table.
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The figure (3.19) shows data for elements which are ( Tag , Element Name , URL and
conection side) .
The conections side ( left1, left 2 , right 1, right 2 ) are found manually for each element.

Figure (3.19): Data grid for XML document.
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3.3. Designing the web application which supports the New Language.

The Proposed module was developed to allow applications to transfer data between
them. In the proposed model, the web site connected to XML document was designed.
With this web application the electrical engineering can draw their schema and electrical
circuit online without needing any software programs. All you need is a connection to the
internet and an internet browser.

The last part of this chapter discusses how to create the customized markup
language base XML language to support electrical engineering in their research and work.
This section explains how designed web application is based on the markup language.
This application helps to draw electrical circuits with more flexibility than other programs
because this application base XML markup language.

Using XML in web application provides users with advantages and benefits. With
this application, engineer can see how XML can provide many features when using it in
our projects. Using XML language can add many advantages such as flexibility, storing
data, accuracy, and exchanging information easily over the web in a small space in
storage.
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Tools and programming language.
The proposed model is divided into two stages. The first creates a markup language
for engineering by using XML syntax, XSD and web browser.
The second stage designs a web site for drawing electrical circuit base electrical
engineering, language by using visual studio net 2005 (visual basic.Net, ASP.NET) and
using HTML language, Java script, and SVG (scalable vector graphic), CSS (Cascading
Style Sheet), Code mirror for style.
(Visual studio .NET 2005) (Visual basic.Net, ASP. NET) is used in the Clint side for
drawing circuit using SVG an XML document and Java script (Code mirror) and XML
Parsing to Read a Simple XML File and Retrieve Values. (.NET parsing) used to read the
circuit code to give it the meaning of full data for the browser.

3.3.1 Write the descriptive code in text box.
The code must have the root element, this root is <C> for all circuits. Then, it calls
the wanted element to draw by tag from XML document, and writes all attribute in this
tag.
The first attribute determines the (id) for every element we need in a circuit such as e1,
e2, e3. After determination that the position we want on screen. Then, it determines the
connection side of the element. The following figure (3.20) explains the structure of code.
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Figure (3.20): The Description of the Structure Code.

Where:
1-(Id) represents the element ID.
2-(Pos) represents the element position on screen.
3-(Conside) represents a connection point from (my Side): to element want to connect with
(Target Side).
4-Four (Conside) is: 1: first left side, 2: second left side, 3: first right side, 4: second right
side {l1, r1, l2, r2} separated by ";".
5-(Rotate) if you want to rotate element 90° "clockwise”.

Determine the ID.
The user can write any (id) needed in tag, but this id should be unique.

Determine the position.
After writing the id ,the user should give the position of elements. The positions
are determined by dividing the screen into small squares; every square has 48 high and 48
width pixels because the shape of elements in XML document gives the standard size for
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all element 48*48 pixels. Screen splits based image size as Small Square every square has
a number from (0 To (48*48) -1).
Screen spilt 48*48. Each square represents the position number as shown in figure (3.21).

Figure (3.21): Table represents the Numbers Position on the Screen.

In html, the user should find (x, y) point of element, but that is not a flexible way
in this model, So the user doesn’t need to find (x, y) point for element, only gives the
position for element base table in figure (3.21) such as (0, 1, 2, 3, 4,…. 2303). When the
user writes the position in text code , the model finds (x, y) point for element
automatically by equitation in figure (3.22).

Figure (3.22): Equitation to find (x, y) point automatically.
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This equation finds the point (X, Y) for an element when the user gives the position number.
If the user wants to draw the element in position (4) ; the equation gives the point by this
equation = (240, 0).
The model collects this point automatically (X=240,Y=0). This equation gives more
flexibility to determine position. Figure (3.23) shows (X,Y) point for position (4).

Figure (3.23): The (X,Y) Point is located in position four.
(Olsson, September 26, 2008) In html the position is determined by three ways:
Position: static. This type means the element is not positioned and occurs where it
normally would be in the document.
Position: relative. Y in this type use top or bottom, and left or right to move the relative
element to where it would normally occur in the document. Such as down 30 pixels, and
to the left 30 pixels.
Fixed Positioning. The element with fixed position is positioned relative to the browser
window.

In this model the position is determined by the table way as a figure (3.21) and relative
way.
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Determine connection side.
Conside in this model means the connection point from (my Side) to element wanting to
connect with (Target Side) {l1,r1,l2,r2}. If they're more connection side, separated by
";".
Figure (3.24) explains two elements ,whereas every element has two connection sides left
1, right 1.

Figure: (3.24) Explain connection side.

Figure: (3.25) Descriptive Code.
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<BATC> in above example is conside = 'r1: e2. l1; l1’
"r1" is the first point from the element itself, e2. is a target element. l1 is the target side
for element wanting to connect with it.

Determine attributes rotate.
In equation the position determines a horizontal element, such as figure (3.26). But what
happens if some circuits need vertical elements.

Figure (3.26): circuit with horizontal elements only.
To solve this problem another equation is created. This equation collects the point after
rotating element 90° "clockwise".
first point collected by first equation in figure (3.22). For horizontal element.
A second equation in figure (3.27) should collect the new point after rotating elements
as shown in figure (3.28) for vertical elements.
In two ways the user only writes the position, then the model collected the points automatically.
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Figure (3.27): An Equation is used to locate the Point after rotating the Element.

Figure (3.28) explains the point before rotating this point was found by first equation in
figure (3.22). The second point after rotating is collected by the second equation in figure
(3.28).

Figure (3.28): explain the point collected after rotating.
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Wwriting the Function and the Procedure.
1-Eerror functions.
This model aims to give more flexibility in use and discover the basic error. So this
model cares about the error and it is designed with (check point function) to catch error and
alert the user if there is an error in code.
2-Check node function.
The figure (3.29) shows (Check Node) function. This function checks if user has
written the correct (id), and the position (pos). If the user doesn’t write (id) the alerts
message give (has no id), also If the user forgets the position value, the message gives (no
position specification). If users do other error ,message gives "unspecified error".

Figure (3.29): Check Node function.
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Figure (3.30) is an example, where it shows user's screen that doesn’t write the id for the
element. The arrow refers to message alert to write (id). This message shows when user
clicks on button draw.

Figure (3.30): The Check Node Error.

The next procedure in figure (3.31) is to load XML file in the text box and to give error
message if the user doesn’t write root tag <C> or close </C> tag.
In this procedure when user presses button, the page load XML file to call data from the
document.
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Figure (3.31): procedure to load XML file and check root tag.

Figure (3.32) shows error for user forgetting the root that start with tag <C>.

Figure (3.32): An Error has happened because of forgotten the Root tag by the User.

1-

Check id function.
Function (Check Ids) checks if there are two elements have the same id, then alert

error “there are two elements with the same id. Figure (3.33) shows (Check Ids) function.
This function checks connection point and determine the connection points if is (left 1 or
left 2 or write 1 or right 2). Every element has four cases of side, first is connected from
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left 1 side, the second case is connected from left2, and the third case is connected from
right 1 side or right 2 sides. This function checks this case and determines how many
connection sides are for every element.

Figure (3.33): check id function.
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3- Page load functions.
When the user writes the code, then presses on the (draw) button, the model checks
errors, if there are no errors the model load draw page. Following the procedure in
figure (3.34) used session to send data from the XML document in the text box.

Figure (3.34): page load by session.

Next figure (3.35) shows code to send data from (SVG) to draw page and send XML
data in text code. This procedure is used to show (SVG) data in draw page, and to call
XML code in text box.

Figure (3.35): send data from (SVG) to draw the page.
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4-Draw functions.
Figure (3.36) shows (Draw C) function. This function is used to draw electrical
circuit.
In this function open the header tag to connect draw page with (SVG). We should open
SVG tag and write code draw on SVG environment.
(If object < > “!” split “;”). In this line if connection side < > “!” this means the element
has more than one connection sides and split between them by “;”.
The Draw function gets current sides and target side and connects between current side and
the target side by lines.

Figure (3.36): draws circuit function.
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5-Function call shape
Figure (3.37) shows Function (shape). This function calls images from folder have all
images. The image size standard (48*48) pixels.
If the user wants the shape horizontal called it in normal way, but if the user needs the
element vertical write attribute (rotate), then the code called the shape vertical.
When the user gives the attribute rotate true value the code takes the point for vertical
element.

Figure (3.37): calls shape function

But if value = “!” the target gets all connections’ sides and draws line between (target) and
(object).
That means the code collected all objects (shape) and then connects between all shapes of
lines, then splits between my side and target element by “:”as shown in the next example.
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Example:
Conside =' r1 : e5 . l1; l1: e4. l1 '

6-Function calls line.
Figure (3.38) shows (Line) function to draw lines. This function determines the line size,
color and connected point (x, y).

Figure (3.38): function to draw the line.

Function (draw) gets the wanted shape to draw. This function connects between shapes by
determining point p1, p2 to connect it by line. p1 is my side, p2 is target side.
(Get line) Function determines if value p1 (my side) is left1 or left2, right1, right2. And
value p2 (target side) is (left1 or left2, right1, right2). And Split between my side and
target element by (:) and split between target element with target side by (.)

7-Get side function.
Figure (3.39) shows Get side function, this function gets current element side (my
side), then get the element which wanted to connect with it (target element), and get the
side for target element (target side).
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Figure (3.39): Get Side function.
8- Help page.
On the first page there are buttons to help the user, and their procedure is used to
redirect the user to help page. In help page there are some notes for users to give
information about how to write the code and how to use the website to draw their circuit.
Figure (3.40) shows the help page designed to give the user some notes about how to
write the code for their circuit.
Such as:

1.

ID: is the name that you give the object and must be unique and must be given.

2.

POS: is the position that the object has, and it’s from 1 to 2304 as table contains 48 of

rows and 48 of the columns.

CONSIDE: is the Sequence of cascading connection that objects have started with the
object’s side {Left1, Right1, Left2, Right2} ends with Target Object with its side {Left1,
Right1, Left2, Right2}, Object. (l1, r1, l2, r2), and connections are separated by comma

( , ).
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3.

The Document Root is <C> and the document must begin with this Tag otherwise the

program will not run correct.
4.

Every Opened Tag must close as XML Role otherwise the program will not run

correct.

Figure (3.40): help page.

As shown in figure (3.41) in help page there are search buttons. The user enters any
wanted word, then he presses search to show table which has all elements like words that
you want. This table shows the element tag and element name, number of left connections
and the number of right connection and element picture.
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Figure (3.41): Search page.

The figure (3.42) shows search result for user’s search about (bat) word. The result is
shown in table has all information that user wants about the element.
In coding there are procedure, search button, search on XML schema and an element to
find any word like the target word. The code filters all results that have same words by
reading XML document and the element and search if there are any words like the words
which user needs, then the result will be given in a tabular.
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Figure (3.42): result for search about (bat) word

Figure (3.43) is a code to disable result search in table. This table has in the first column
element Tag, second column has element’s name third and fourth columns have a number
of the left and right connection at final show to the picture of the word which user needs.
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Figure (3.43): code to order the result search in table.

As seen in figure (3.43) the cell (4) is empty (“ “). Because this cell for the image so
left empty, figure (3.44) shows a procedure to call an image from source saved on
“ELEMENTSPICS”.

Figure (3.44): procedure to get picture in cell (4).
The following image (3.45) shows Number of Left and Right function. This function is
used to determine the number of left edges or right edge for elements.
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Figure (3.45): function to find number the left and right edges for every element.

figure (3.46) shows rotate function this code has two cases: first one if the element
has rotate value (true) the code rotate element 90° and get points from the equation was
getting the new points after rotate. Second case if the element was horizontal the code
would get point form first equation to get horizontal points.

Figure (3.46): rotates element
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Figure (3.47): Explain rotates element.

The previously codes and functions were created by (visual studio. Net). The drawing
does in (SVG) environment. The following (3.48) procedure is used to send SVG data to a
text box in HTML page.

Figure (3.48): send (SVG) data in text box cc.

In HTML page, we should write head and body. In this page can be used cascading
style sheet to give style for page this code which is designed with code mirror. The code
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mirror is called in default page to add style to code this style, to give the code a color. The
following script is called code mirror in (text Code).

Figure (3.49): script to call code mirror.

This Code is designed to style page (code mirror.net/). “Code Mirror is a versatile text
editor implemented in Java Script in the browser. It is specialized for editing code, comes
with a number of language modes and add-ons that implement more advanced editing
functions. CSS is available for customizing Code Mirror to fit your application and
extending it with new functionality.
Code Mirror is an open-source project shared under an MIT license. It is the editor
which is used in Light Table, Adobe Brackets, Google Apps Script, Bit bucket and many
other projects.
Code Mirror is “a code-editor component that can be embedded in Web pages. The core
library provides only the editor component, no accompanying buttons and Code Mirror
works with language-specific modes. Modes are JavaScript programs that help color (and
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optionally indent) text written in a given language. So, in this thesis we used the code
mirror with XML to give the project more functionality”.

Main screen.
This web site has two pages; the first one is to write the markup descriptive code.
The second page is to show a drawing of electrical circuit and has two buttons the first
one is to draw the circuit, the second button is directed to help and search page.
On first page there is a text box. The user writes the descriptive code base a new markup
language as input, and then presses draw to get electrical circuit. After pressing the draw
button the model will check if there is no error in descriptive code before the electrical
circuit will appear. figure (3.50) shows the main screen in web site has a code written by
the user in the text box:

Figure (3.50) main screen has code written by users.
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Now the user has finished the descriptive code, then presses the button (draw) to show the
electrical circuit in figure (3.51).

Figure (3.51): electrical circuit in draw page.

In this page when user puts the mouse in any element the note tells him which element
this is. That gives more flexibility to modify any error. In this figure the mouse move over
element have (r6) id.
This page also have back button to back home page
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When drawing circuit facing the problem online, because the lines cross with each other in
a corner as shows in figure (3.52).

Figure (3.52): Cross line problem.

To solve this problem think about add attribute for element in the XML document. This
element is Left down element, right down element, left, up corner, right up corner, top, or
down. In this solution the user can fix this problem by determining the position by (x, y)
point. figure (3.53) shows added attribute in the XML document.
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Figure (3.53): added element to solve problem.

This solution solves the problem, but after applying it. We see that it is not a flexible
way for the user; this model should give more flexibility rather than other programs so try
to get another solution more flexibility and ease.
This solution is done by adding another XML document element we called it a
(PLANK). This plank as shown in figure (3.54) represents empty image (Wight image).
(PLANK) is an image that doesn’t appear when using it, so put (PLANK) in corner to
connect it with element, this plank solves the cross line problem and gives more flexibility
rather than the first solution.

Figure (3.54): (PLANK) image.
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Chapter Four
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Comparisons and results.
Last chapter, we dealt with design and web application to draw electrical circuit, In
this model, the drawing base markup language, the user writes an XML markup code and
converts code to an electrical circuit. This circuit is displayed as XML file (text) not as an
image. Many researchers are directed to use markup language in their projects to add more
flexibility and advantages to their projects.
This chapter will present the comparison between the proposed model and the drawing
software programs. The software programs draw electrical circuit by dragging the element
of work space, after connecting elements with lines and saving images. All circuits in these
programs are saved as an image, this image represents bitmap pixels. With proposed model
the user writes a simple XML code and presses button (draw) to convert code to an
electrical circuit. This circuit is saved as text (XML file), so the size file with new model
has smaller size in storage rather than other programs, the proposed model isn’t affected by
resolution of screen. The following tables show a comparison between the proposed
models with other three software programs.
All comparisons in this chapter are based on the same circuit shown in figure (4.1). This
circuit is drawn in three programs and with the proposed model.
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Figure (4.1): basic circuit drawn with all programs.
The compression between (Express PCB), (Circuit Maker 2000) and (SEE Electrical LT)
with (Electrical Circuit draws base XML) on hand:
1- File type.
2- Image size.

3- Size on disk.
4- Requirements.
5- Plate form independent.
6- Edit on circuit.
7- Extract information.
8- Media type.
9- Accuracy with zoom.
10- Sharing and exchange information.
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1- File type and image size.

Express PCB

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Electrical
Circuit drawing
base XML

File of type

Bitmap image (.
bmp)

WMF File (.
wmf)

EMF File
(. emf)

XML File
(. XML)

Image size

96.3 KB
(98,304, bytes)

8.06 KB
(8,254 bytes)
10

2.63 MB
(2,765,080 bytes)
2411

870 bytes
(870 bytes)

Table (4.1): compares the base size image.
As shown in table (4.1) there is a significant difference between models on handling
image sizes. In Express PCB program the size is (98,622 bytes) that’s in circuit maker the
size 8.06 KB (8,254 bytes) on SEE Electrical image and size is 2.63 MB (2,765,080 bytes).
In the first program the image size doubled (113) rather than proposed model base
XML, also the image size in circuit maker double (10) times rather than a model. In the
third program the size is doubled (2411) rather than a new model base XML. Briefly, using
(XML) in drawing give engineer significant results on image size. Figure (4.2) explains the
result by numbers.
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Figure (4.2): compares between software programs with proposed model base numbers.

Base on the significant result in image size the difference between sizes that mean the
information sends faster and easier than other programs.
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2- Size image on disk. The following table (4.2) shows the difference between sizes of
the image on disk. Also the proposed model gets better results rather than another
program.

Size on disk

Express PCB

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Electrical
Circuit drawing
base XML

100 KB
(102,400 bytes)

12.0 KB
(12,288 bytes)

2.64 MB
(2,768,896 bytes)

4.00 KB
(4,096 bytes)

Table (4.2): Comparison base size image on disk.
3- Requirements.

The next comparison is done between model and programs base

requirements, the user needed in drawing circuit. In all software programs we need to
download software in large size on disk, but with new model base XML is needed only
connection with internet and net browser as shown in the next table (4.3)

Requirement

Express PCB

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Download
software
program size
10.1 MB

Download
software
program size
35.1 MB

Download
software
program size
110.1 MB

Table (4.3): Comparison based on the requirements.
4- Platform independency.

Electrical
Circuit drawing
base XML
Connection with
internet and net

browser
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Platform independency means Software can run on any platform such as Linux, Mac,
UNIX and Windows and run on hardware platform such as PC and Mac. The software
programs faces a problem when runs the program on any operating system. The new
model is a platform independent.

Platform
independent

Express PCB

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Electrical
Circuit
drawing base
XML

Not platform
independent

Not platform
independent

Not platform
independent

Platform
independent

Table (4.4): Comparison based on the plate form independent.
5- Edit on circuit.

The proposed model features with flexibility to edit, with other software programs the user
faces problems with editing their drawing, because it is saved as an image, if the user needs
to edit any circuit on the web that requires, again, to draw circuit, but with new model the
user can edit on circuit easily in any time without effects on circuit quality, because the
circuit, is saved as a text file.
One of the most advantages of this application is that it is easier to modify without
affecting other element in other software when the user saves images and sends it to their
manager. If they have any element needed editing, they should again draw the image, but
with new model the user can modify anything easily because editing is done on text not on
the image.
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Edit on
circuit

Express PCB

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Hard edit an
image may be
Again drawn

Hard edit an
image may be
Again drawn

Hard edit an
image may be
Again drawn

Electrical
Circuit drawing
base XML
Easily modifiable
because editing
done on text not
on the image

Table (4.5): Comparison bases Edit on circuit.

6- Extract information from drawing.
The output of drawing programs is image file so there are difficulties to extract or read
information from the image, but with proposed model all information on the circuit can be
extracted and read by inference engines, because the file type is text (XML file) as shows in
the next table (4.6).

Express PCB

Extract
information
from drawing

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Electrical
Circuit
drawing base
XML

Can’t extract
Can’t extract
Can’t extract
Can extract
information from information from information from information from
drawing
drawing
drawing
drawing

Table (4.6): Comparison bases Extract information from drawing.

7- Media type.
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The next table (4.7) comparison between models of media type. In other software
programs the media type is saved as bitmap pixels, but with proposed model the drawing in
SVG environment.

Media type

Express PCB

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Bitmap pixels

Bitmap pixels

Bitmap pixels

Electrical
Circuit drawing
base XML
Drawing in
Vectore.SVG

Table (4.7): Comparison bases Media type.

8- Accuracy with Zoom.
As mentioned above, the new model base XML is used to draw with SVG. With SVG
the image scale that’s meant can be zoomed without loss in quality and the drawing using
SVG gives a clear image after printing it.

Accuracy
With Zoom

Express PCB

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Accuracy
affects with
zoom for all
circuits

Accuracy
affects with
zoom for all
circuits

Accuracy
affects with
zoom for all
circuits

Table (4.8): Comparison bases Accuracy with Zoom.

Electrical
Circuit drawing
base XML
The line
Doesn’t affect
with zoom only
shape affected
with zoom
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9- Sharing and exchange information.
The main function for XML files is to share and exchange information easily because
the file is saved as a text file so sharing information over the web is more flexible rather than
other programs as shows in the next table (4.9).

Sharing and
exchange
information

Express PCB

Circuit Maker
2000

SEE Electrical
LT

Electrical
Circuit drawing
base XML

Not flexible

Not flexible

Not flexible

Flexible

Table (4.9): Comparison bases Sharing and exchange information.

Conclusion of comparisons on table (4.11):
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Express PCB

SEE Electrical
LT
EMF File
(. emf)

Electrical
Circuit drawing
base XML
XML File
(. XML)

File of type

Bitmap image
(. bmp)

Circuit Maker
2000
WMF File (.
wmf)

Image size

96.3 KB
(98,622 bytes)

8.06 KB
(8,254 bytes)

2.63 MB
(2,765,080 bytes)

870 bytes
(870 bytes)

Size on disk

100 KB
(102,400 bytes)

12.0 KB
(12,288 bytes)

2.64 MB
(2,768,896 bytes)

4.00 KB
(4,096 bytes)

Download
software
program size
10.1 MB

Download
software
program size
35.1 MB

Download
software
program size
110.1 MB

Connection with
internet and
internet browser

Not platform
independent

Not platform
independent

Not platform
independent

Platform
independent

Edit on
circuit

Hard edit an
image may be
Again drawn

Hard edit an
image may be
Again drawn

Hard edit an
image may be
Again drawn

Easily modifiable
because editing
done on text not
on the image

Extract
information
from drawing

Can’t extract
information
from drawing

Can’t extract
information
from drawing

Can’t extract
information
from drawing

Can extract
information from
drawing

Media type

Bitmap pixels

Bitmap pixels

Bitmap pixels

Drawing in
Vectore.SVG

Accuracy
With Zoom

Accuracy affect
with zoom for
all circuits

Accuracy affect
with zoom for
all circuits

Accuracy affect
with zoom for
all circuits

The line Doesn’t
affect with zoom,
only the shape
affect

Sharing and
exchange
information

Not flexible

Not flexible

Not flexible

flexible

Requirement
Platform
independent

Table (4.10): Comparison table.

4.2 Draw the same circuit on software program and proposed model.
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Figure (4.3) shows the First program (Express PCB) interface.

Figure (4.3): Express PCB program.
Figure (5.4) is for Second program Circuit Maker 2000 interface:

Figure (4.5): User interface for Circuit Maker 2000.
Figure (4.6) for circuit drawn by this program.
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Figure (4.6): Electrical circuit drawn by Circuit Maker 2000.

Third program is SEE Electrical LT:

Figure (4.7): User interface for SEE Electrical LT.

Figure (4.8) is for electrical circuit drawn by (SEE Electrical LT).
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Figure (4.8): Electrical circuit drawn by (SEE Electrical LT).

Finally figure (4.9) shows the circuit that designed with a new model which was designed base
in XML language.
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Figure (4.9): Electrical circuit design with our project.

Example: the next figure explains the descriptive code written by users and shows the
electrical circuit in figure (4.10).
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Figure (4.10): XML code written by user to draw the circuit.

The Electrical circuit after pressing the draw button.
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Figure (4.11): electrical drawing of our project.

4.3 Limitations:
1- Connection with internet.
This model needs internet connection to draw the electrical circuits.

2- Easy to use.
With proposed model the user should write descriptive code to get circuit, but with
drawing programs the user only drags drop the element of work space. We can solve
this limit by doing generating code for element in future work and then we can get the
model competitive the software programs.

Chapter Five
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Conclusion &Future Work

5.1 Conclusion

Electrical engineering faces some problems in sharing and exchange information and store
information over the web, the proposed model directed to solve this problem, by creating a
new markup language that is designed for electrical engineering, the model designed for
drawing circuit base descriptive code. The user writes XML code base a new markup
language, then presses the button (Draw) the code converts to image (an electrical circuit).
This image represents the electrical circuit, but this image is sent as text (XML file) not like
(GIF،JPEG،PNG), since it's based on the XML document.
This model adds more flexibility in drawing. Software programs had been compared
with proposed model, and we get the significant results on image size and space on disc, the
size of the image with software program doubles (2411) rather than proposed model, this
result means speed of transferring data. In addition, with proposed model we don’t need
programs to draw, only we need connection with internet and web browser, the new model
solves the platform dependency problem, one of the most important point is drawing with
proposed model is done on SVG environment, this point adds more flexibility and accuracy in
circuit when scaling it without losing quality. Also with this application the user can modify,
add and delete easily without the need to redraw the image because the image.
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5.2 Future Work

As a future work, it is highly recommended to do further of development this
application. By doing the code generates for elements, if we can do this generated model code,
the user can draw by drag and drop such as software programs we can surpass the competitive
model with the software programs.
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